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ABSTRACT
The glass formation and the dipolar reorientational motions in deep eutectic solvents (DESs) are frequently overlooked, despite their crucial
role in defining the room-temperature physiochemical properties. To understand the effects of these dynamics on the ionic conductivity
and their relation to the mechanical properties of the DES, we conducted broadband dielectric and rheological spectroscopy over a wide
temperature range on three well-established carboxylic acid-based natural DESs. These are the eutectic mixtures of choline chloride with
oxalic acid (oxaline), malonic acid (maline), and phenylacetic acid (phenylaceline). In all three DESs, we observe signs of a glass transition
in the temperature dependence of their dipolar reorientational and structural dynamics, as well as varying degrees of motional decoupling
between the different observed dynamics. Maline and oxaline display a breaking of the Walden rule near the glass-transition temperature,
while the relation between the dc conductivity and dipolar relaxation time in both maline and phenylaceline is best described by a power law.
The glass-forming properties of the investigated systems not only govern the orientational dipolar motions and rheological properties, which
are of interest from a fundamental point of view, but they also affect the dc conductivity, even at room temperature, which is of high technical
relevance.
© 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0189533

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work by Abbott et al.,1 the material class
of the deep eutectic solvents (DESs) continues to receive numerous
attention due to their versatile physiochemical properties and pos-
sible applications.2–8 These eutectic mixtures of Lewis and Brønsted
acids and bases, or hydrogen-bond donors (HBDs) and acceptors
(HBAs), are formed in a distinct molar composition range, possess
a eutectic point temperature below that of an ideal liquid mixture,
and appear mostly liquid around room temperature.9–11 The melt-
ing point depression, with respect to each of their components,12 and
the formation of DESs are intimately related to the development of
hydrogen bonds.13,14

DESs are categorized based on their complexing agents3,9

and exhibit an immense pool of possible constituents and mixing
options, rendering them highly versatile in regard to their physi-
cal properties.15–18 The density, viscosity, ionic conductivity, surface
tension, and polarity can all be tailored for specific applications by
suited source materials, their mixing ratio, and the water content in

the compound.3,19–21 This tunability in combination with the avail-
ability of cheap components makes DESs vastly economic and is
also the reason why they are often compared to the well-established
ionic liquids (ILs). The latter also features a wide composition range
in the liquid state and low volatility.11,16,22–24 However, concerning
sustainability, most DESs are superior,23,25 particularly in the case
of the so-called natural DESs (NADES). This important subgroup
of DESs consists of eutectic mixtures formed by natural primary
metabolites, such as organic acids, sugars, amino acids, and choline
derivates.3,26 Apart from the superior properties of conventional
DESs, NADESs exhibit excellent recyclability, biodegradability, low
toxicity, and ease of preparation from low-cost materials.27–29 With
these qualities, NADESs are fully in line with the goals of green
chemistry30 and surpass conventional organic solvents that are often
flammable, volatile, and toxic.31–33 This remarkable range of valu-
able and tunable physiochemical properties makes NADESs suitable
for various applications, ranging from effective extractants and uti-
lization in the pharmaceutical industry and food processing21,26,34 to
electrochemical applications.35–39
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Facing current energy-storage challenges,40–42 the use of DESs
as electrolytes in batteries is of special interest. Their environmental,
economic, and safety advantages render them promising alternatives
to presently used materials.36,43 In addition to the ability to reversibly
store and remove ions in metallic electrodes,44,45 the direct current
(dc) conductivity at room temperature represents a major bench-
mark for electrolyte properties. Indeed, in this respect, several DESs
reach technical relevance, which implies σdc > 10−4 Ω−1 cm−1.38,46,47

However, to challenge energy densities currently reached in mod-
ern mixed organic carbonate electrolytes, it is necessary to better
understand the ionic charge transport in DES materials.48,49

In this paper, we focus on the ionic conductivity in relation to
the dipolar reorientation processes and the mechanical properties
of three NADESs formed by a carboxylic acid and the quaternary
salt choline chloride (ChCl). In Ref. 1, maline (malonic acid + ChCl,
1:1 molar ratio), oxaline (oxalic acid + ChCl, 1:1 molar ratio), and
the DES formed between phenylacetic acid and ChCl at the eutec-
tic point (2:1 molar ratio; termed phenylaceline in the following)
are found to have the highest conductivity around room tempera-
ture, in descending order, among nine investigated DESs. Oxaline
is of special interest as it also exhibits the highest conductivity for a
given viscosity, in marked contrast to phenylaceline that features the
lowest conductivity in that regard (together with the phenylpropi-
onic acid-based DES).1 Carboxylic acids exhibit larger electric dipole
moments compared to other organic compounds, allowing for a
stronger hydrogen bonding50 that explains their ease of complex
formation with ChCl. The different molecular shapes and dipole
moments of the chosen carboxylic acids50–52 promise interesting
insights into the interplay of their ionic and molecular dynamics. We
utilize dielectric spectroscopy to simultaneously detect translational
ionic and rotational dipolar motions, shear rheological spectroscopy
to analyze structural dynamics, and differential scanning calorime-
try (DSC) to access the glass-transition temperature. As previously
shown for other DESs,53–57 this combined approach is useful to
clarify the relation between ionic, reorientational, and structural
dynamics, as well as the role played by glass formation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The NADESs oxaline, maline, and phenylaceline were pre-

pared by mixing choline chloride with the respective carboxylic acids
(oxalic, malonic, and phenylacetic acid) using a magnetic stirrer.
The molar compositions at the respective eutectic points (1:1, 1:1,
and 1:2, respectively) are chosen based on the phase diagrams pub-
lished in Ref. 1. The given compositions maximize the freezing point
depression relative to the initial constituents, causing maline and
phenylaceline to even appear liquid around room temperature. Prior
to the synthesis, choline chloride was dried under vacuum at 40 ○C
for 48 h to ensure no moisture was present. In addition, all com-
ponents were mortared before mixing to facilitate the formation of
the eutectics. To prevent the previously reported formation of esters,
HCl, and water in the NADESs at elevated temperatures,24,58,59 heat-
ing was avoided during their preparation, where possible. Only for
oxaline, the synthesis required continuous stirring and heating at
75 ○C for 4 h. All other solvents were mixed at room temperature
using a magnetic stirrer until the mixtures were clear, liquid, and
without any visually detectable residuals. To further avoid moisture

uptake, all samples were kept in dry nitrogen during synthesis, stor-
age, and all performed experiments. All measurements, but the ones
explicitly specified, were conducted directly after the synthesis, to
avoid the formation of impurities.24 Water in a DES influences the
structural, dielectric, and rheologic properties of the solvent, as has
been frequently investigated.19,21,53,60,61 This finding is why the water
content of each sample was determined by coulometric Karl-Fischer
titration. The latter leads to water contents of significantly less than
0.1 wt. % for maline and phenylaceline after synthesis. For oxaline,
higher water contents of the order of 1–2 wt. % were detected. For
the rheological measurements, all DESs were prepared immediately
prior to the experiments and in the same manner as for the dielectric
measurements. In the maline and phenylaceline samples, the con-
centration of water is negligible. However, in oxaline, water, and,
thus, further impurities arising from the esterification reaction do
exist in notable quantities, which is assessed in more detail in the
data evaluation below.

The dielectric measurements were conducted applying two
methods: A frequency response analyzer (Novocontrol Alpha-
analyzer) was used in the range between 0.1 Hz and about 10 MHz,
and an impedance analyzer (Keysight Technologies E4991B) featur-
ing a coaxial reflectometric setup62 in the frequency window between
1 MHz and 3 GHz. The dielectric spectra of the real part of the
permittivity, obtained from the first method, are rescaled by sub-
tracting a constant value arising from stray capacitance to agree
with the spectra obtained from the more accurate high-frequency
measurements. The temperature in the cryostat (Novocontrol Qua-
tro) holding the sample cell was controlled by a continuous, heated
N2-gas flow from a dewar, allowing for a slow temperature variation
of 0.25 K/min and the acquisition of dielectric data in a broad tem-
perature range. A simultaneous, but independent measurement of
the real part of the capacitance C′ and the conductance G′ yields the
geometry-independent and frequency-dependent complex dielectric
permittivity ε∗(ν) = ε′(ν) − iε′′(ν) and the real part of the electrical
conductivity σ′(ν). To address sample degradation over time caused
by esterification reactions,59 we conducted additional dielectric and
rheological spectroscopy measurements on maline 7 and 28 days
after the initial sample preparation. During the intervals between
these experiments, the sample was kept in a dry N2 atmosphere at
ambient temperatures. However, we did not observe any significant
changes in σdc, ⟨τε⟩, or ⟨τJ⟩ (supplementary material, Fig. S1), and
thus conclude that chemical degradation is not relevant within the
studied time frame.

The shear rheological data were measured using an Modular
Compact Rheometer (MCR 502) in combination with an EVU20
evaporation unit and a Convection Temperature Device (CTD
450) oven from Anton-Paar. All measurements employed a 4 mm
diameter parallel plate geometry (PP04). The shear oscillation fre-
quencies covered a range from 7 mHz to 70 Hz with shear ampli-
tudes adjusted such that the mechanical response was in the linear
response regime. The temperature was stabilized within 0.2 K for
each measurement. While filling the plate geometry, a brief contact
between sample and ambient air cannot completely be avoided. We
minimized this contact time by loading the sample in less than 30 s.
For each sample, spectra were remeasured at the highest tempera-
tures after all spectra at lower temperatures were taken. In particular,
for maline and oxaline, a difference to the initial measurement did
not appear, while for phenylaceline, the two sets of data deviated
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significantly. Subsequent measurements confirmed that the behav-
ior of the phenylaceline sample is not stationary. Therefore, only the
rheological data for maline and oxaline were used to analyze their
frequency-dependent spectra.

Furthermore, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) mea-
surements were performed using a DSC8500 from PerkinElmer.
With a scanning rate of 10 K/min, the glass-transition temper-
ature TDSC

g could be determined by identifying the onset of the
characteristic, step-like increase in the heating data of each sample.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Dielectric spectroscopy

Figure 1 presents the spectra of the real (ε′) and imaginary (ε′′)
parts of the dielectric permittivity, along with the real part of the
conductivity σ′, obtained for maline. These spectra are discussed as
examples, as qualitatively similar interpretations and results were
observed for oxaline and phenylaceline, which are provided in the
supplementary material (Figs. S2 and S3).

The most prominent feature of the dielectric constant spectra
[Fig. 1(a)] is the considerable increase to “colossal” values (≳103)63

at low frequencies and high temperatures, which is accompanied
by the indication of a peak in ε′′(ν) (b). This non-intrinsic behav-
ior is associated with so-called Maxwell-Wagner (MW) relaxations
and is frequently observed in dielectric investigations of materials
revealing significant charge transport.63–66 In the case of ionic con-
ductors, MW relaxations can arise from the accumulation of ions
at the electrodes resulting in the formation of thin insulating lay-
ers with huge capacitances.64,65,67 Such electrode blocking leads to a
reduced conductivity at elevated temperatures, as evidenced by the
decrease toward lower frequencies that are observed in the spectra
of the real part of the conductivity [Fig. 1(c)]. At the highest mea-
sured temperatures, ε′(ν) exhibits an additional increase [e.g., below
about 10 Hz for the 269 K curve in Fig. 1(a)], which is accompanied
by similar effects in the dielectric loss and real part of the con-
ductivity, as previously mentioned for the primary MW relaxation.
This observation may be explained by the presence of a second,
slower ion-transport mechanism within the electrode blocking layer,
which can be attributed to a low, remaining ionic mobility in that
region.65,67

At higher frequencies and/or lower temperatures, the dielectric
constant exhibits an additional, smaller step-like decrease toward
increasing frequencies, well observable in the magnified view pro-
vided by the inset of Fig. 1. This spectral contribution can be
attributed to the reorientational motion of molecular dipoles, com-
monly termed α relaxation. Considering that 50 mol. % of maline
consists of dipolar molecules, the presence of a dipolar relaxation
feature is expected, as reported in various other DESs containing
dipolar constituents.53–57,68–70 Upon cooling, the rotational dynam-
ics of the dipoles gradually slow down, leading to the observed shift
of the α relaxation step toward lower frequencies [Fig. 1(a)]. Typi-
cally, a relaxation step in ε′(ν) is accompanied by a peak in ε′′(ν).
However, in the dielectric loss spectra of maline, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b), only a change in slope is visible (e.g., at ν ≈ 104 Hz for
the 223 K curve), which is attributed to the high dc conductivity
of the sample that superimposes the relaxation peak and con-
tributes to the spectrum via ε′′dc = σdc/(2πνε0). This phenomenon

has been reported previously for both ILs71–73 and highly conducting
DESs.53–56,70

At even lower temperatures, T < 205 K, the spectral features
of the primary relaxation shift out of the accessible frequency win-
dow, revealing two minor, secondary processes, referred to as β and
γ relaxations. Both processes emerge at higher frequencies com-
pared to the primary relaxation, have only weak amplitudes, and are
best visible in the dielectric loss spectra [Fig. 1(b)]. The β relaxation
manifests as a gentle shoulder at the right flank of the α relaxation
(e.g., at about 100 Hz for the 199 K curve). The broad γ peak is
only revealed at the lowest temperatures (e.g., at 300 Hz for the
147 K curve). Such secondary, intrinsic contributions to the spectra

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant ε′ (a), the dielectric loss
ε′′ (b), and the real part of conductivity σ′(c), measured at various temperatures for
maline. To enhance the readability, some temperatures have been omitted, espe-
cially in (a). The inset provides a magnified view of the dipolar relaxation steps in
ε′(ν). The solid lines represent fits using an equivalent circuit approach, incorpo-
rating a distributed RC circuit to account for electrode blocking, intrinsic primary
and secondary relaxation processes, and a contribution from dc conductivity as
described in the text. The fitting procedure involved simultaneous fitting of the real
and imaginary parts of the permittivity. The dotted lines in the inset and frame (b)
display only the intrinsic relaxation contributions to the spectra for 215 and 245 K.
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occur quite universally in dipolar glass-forming materials.74,75 Their
detailed treatment, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.

Finally, at frequencies above the decline associated with the
MW relaxations, the σ′ spectra [Fig. 1(c)] exhibit plateaus that reflect
the ionic dc conductivity σdc. Upon cooling, they strongly decrease
by several orders of magnitude, indicating the pronounced temper-
ature dependence of the charge transport mechanism. At higher
frequencies, a steep increase in σ′ becomes apparent. It is dominated
by the intrinsic relaxations discussed above, which contribute to σ′
due to the close relation of dielectric loss and conductivity, expressed
by σ′ ∼ ε′′ν. It should be noted that the rise of σ′ at high frequen-
cies [Fig. 1(c)] may also be attributed to ac conductivity caused by
ionic hopping. Several models that deal with the ion charge trans-
port, such as Dyre’s random free-energy barrier model (RBM)76,77 or
Funke’s jump relaxation model,78 predict such a behavior. However,
these models do not account for the reorientational dynamics of the
dipolar constituents of the DESs, which represent a significant frac-
tion of the components. Although an ac conductivity contribution
to the spectra, superimposed by the dominating dipolar relaxation
response, cannot be fully excluded, we are able to account for all
spectral features by fitting the data with contributions from dc con-
ductivity and dipolar relaxations only. For further elaboration on
these topics and examples of various fits of DES spectra, which
include the RBM’s predicted contributions, we refer the reader to
previous publications.54–56

To conduct a quantitative analysis of the obtained spectra,
the dielectric constant and loss are simultaneously fitted using an
equivalent-circuit model, as outlined in Ref. 65. Following Occam’s
razor, the fitting procedure utilizes only those contributions to the
spectra that are actually observed at each temperature within the
observed frequency range. For example, at low temperatures, the
contributions of the MW relaxations (T < 209 K for maline) and the
dc conductivity (T < 199 K for maline) can be omitted. Moreover, at
high temperatures, the secondary relaxation features move out of the
observed frequency range (T > 233 K and T > 245 K for maline) and
are disregarded during the fitting procedure. This approach mini-
mizes the number of parameters required for the fits and reduces
the errors of the quantities obtained this way. The resulting fits are
presented as lines in Fig. 1, and in Figs. S2 and S3 (supplementary
material), which show the spectra for oxaline and phenylaceline.
To model the electrode polarization, up to two distributed RC cir-
cuits connected in series to the bulk are employed. As described in
Ref. 65, the impedances of these RC circuits and of the intrinsic
contributions are added up to an overall impedance from which
the overall fitting function for the permittivity is calculated. The
empirical Cole-Cole (CC) function [Eq. (1) with β = 1], resulting
in symmetric loss peaks,79 effectively describes the α relaxations of
maline and phenylaceline,

ε∗ = ε∞ + σdc

iε02πν
+ Δε

[1 + (i2πντε)1−α]β
. (1)

Equation (1) represents the Havriliak-Negami equation80 supple-
mented by a term accounting for the dc charge transport contribu-
tion. τε is the dielectric relaxation time, ε∞ the high-frequency value
of the dielectric constant, ε0 the permittivity of free space, and Δε
the relaxation strength. 0 ≤ α < 1 and 0 < β ≤ 1 are width parameters
that determine the symmetric and asymmetric broadening of the loss

peak, respectively. For oxaline, the Cole-Davidson (CD) function81

[Eq. (1) with α = 0] is used, but a CC function provides an equally
good description of the spectra (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary
material). Typically, the CC function is reserved for secondary relax-
ations, whereas it is only rarely applied to the α relaxation, which
usually exhibits asymmetric peaks. Nonetheless, in the DES glyce-
line, the α relaxation was also found to be accurately described by a
CC function,55 just as in the present scenario. All secondary, dipolar
relaxation contributions could be described well using the CC func-
tion. To better distinguish between the various, spectral features, the
intrinsic, dipolar contributions to the permittivity spectra of maline
(Fig. 1) are displayed exemplary for 215 and 245 K via dashed lines.

B. Shear rheology
The rheological observable that can best be compared to

the dielectric permittivity ε∗ is the complex shear compliance
J∗ = J′ − iJ′′. The correspondence of these two quantities has
turned out useful for a range of different ion-conducting
glassformers55,57,82–84 and therefore will also be exploited. In the lin-
ear response regime, J∗ is the inverse of the complex shear modulus,
G∗ = G′ + iG′′ = 1/J∗. In Fig. 2, we show the storage compliance J′,

FIG. 2. Rheological spectra of maline in representations of (a) the storage compli-
ance J′, (b) the loss compliance J′′, and (c) the loss modulus G′′. The solid lines
in (a) and (b) result from simultaneous fits of J′ and J′′ on the basis of Eq. (2)
with fixed parameters J∞ = 0.2 ± 0.02 GPa−1, ΔJ = 1.1 ± 0.1 GPa−1, and
βJ = 0.34 ± 0.02 for all temperatures. Only the data presented by open sym-
bols are used for the fits, while data not considered for the fits are shown as
asterisks. This concerns data that are affected by the low-torque resolution limit
of the rheometer. The solid lines in (c) are calculated from the fit curves via
G′′ = J′′/(J′2 + J′′2).
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the loss compliance J′′, and the loss modulus G′′ of maline of tem-
peratures between 194 and 211 K. The analogous plots for oxaline
are presented in the supplementary material (Fig. S4).

The dielectric permittivity ε∗ and the rheological compliance
J∗ display similar features. The storage compliance has plateaus at
high and low frequencies with values J

∞
and Js = J′(0), respectively,

where the static compliance Js is also called recoverable compli-
ance. The plateaus in J′ are separated by a step of size ΔJ = Js − J

∞
.

One recognizes that the retardation times τJ , read out at the inverse
of the frequencies at which the inflection points in J′(ν) appear,
are longer than the relaxation times τG = 1/(2πνpeak), which are
assessed from the peaks in G′′. This difference in modulus and sus-
ceptibility (=compliance) timescales is well known.82 In Fig. 2(b),
relaxational features cannot directly be discerned from the loss com-
pliance J′′. Merely, the fluidity contribution dominates the spectra
and masks any loss peaks. Similarly, the loss permittivity ε′′ is often
superimposed by sufficiently strong conductivity contributions so
that sometimes a dielectric loss peak is not visible.

We find that the shear data in Fig. 2 can be fitted with a CD
function81 augmented by a viscosity term,

J∗(ν) = J∞ + ΔJ
(1 + i2πντJ)βJ

+ i
1

2πνη0
. (2)

From τJ and the width parameter βJ , the average retardation
time ⟨τJ⟩ = τJβJ can be extracted. Furthermore, η0 denotes the
steady-state viscosity.

In a first step, the data shown in Fig. 2 were fitted with free
parameters, although complete J′ relaxation steps are seen in the
rheological data for only a few temperatures. Therefore, it cannot
be expected that this procedure will yield reliable parameters for all
temperatures. Consequently, in a second step, we fixed J

∞
, ΔJ, and

FIG. 3. (a) Storage and (b) loss compliance master curves for maline, constructed
on the basis of the data shown in Fig. 2. The reference temperature is T ref = 208 K.
The solid lines are calculated using Eq. (2).

βJ within about 10% of their mean values. As Fig. 2 shows, the corre-
sponding fits describe the data very well. Since the dielectric spectra
of maline could be fitted in terms of a CC function, we also tested
this approach for the rheological data of this DES. However, the CD
function consistently provides a superior description. For oxaline,
the rheological data and the fits are shown in the supplementary
material (Fig. S4).

In Fig. 3, we present compliance master curves generated on
the basis of the maline data shown in Fig. 2. The master curves were
obtained by first shifting the loss factors tan δ = G′′/G′ onto each
other along the frequency direction, with the spectrum recorded
for T = 208 K as in Ref. 85. After applying the frequency shifts to
the compliance spectra, minor vertical adjustments (±10%) were
performed. Since this procedure generates consistent compliance
master curves, the assumption that J

∞
, ΔJ, and βJ are approximately

independent of temperature is well justified.

C. Coupling of reorientational and translational
dynamics

Based on the fits of the dielectric spectra, Fig. 4 displays Arrhe-
nius plots for the temperature-dependent dc conductivity σdc (a)
and the average relaxation time ⟨τε⟩ (Ref. 86) (b) of all three DESs
studied. Notably, for all of them, both quantities exhibit significant
departures from a simple, thermally activated Arrhenius behav-
ior. Such super-Arrhenius behavior is a distinctive characteristic of
glass-forming liquids75,87 and has been observed in various other
DESs.53–57,68,70 To characterize this non-Arrhenius freezing of the

FIG. 4. Arrhenius representation of the dc conductivity σdc (a) and average dipolar
relaxation time ⟨τε⟩ (b), as obtained from fits of the dielectric spectra for maline,
oxaline, and phenylaceline. The stars show the respective glass-transition temper-
atures TDSC

g as determined from DSC measurements, assuming ⟨τ⟩(Tg) ≈ 100 s.
The solid lines represent VFT fits [Eq. (3)] with the parameters listed in Table I. The
dashed line in (b) is an alternative VFT fit of ⟨τε⟩ of phenylaceline, also consider-
ing the DSC data point. The inset shows the average dipolar relaxation times of
the three carboxylic acid-based DESs in an Angell plot.
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TABLE I. The parameters obtained from VFT fits [Eq. (3)] of ⟨τε⟩(T), ρ(T), and
η(T) for oxaline, maline, and phenylaceline. For phenylaceline, the parameters of
the fit of ⟨τε⟩ accounting for TDSC

g [dashed line in Fig. 4(b)] are shown.

q TVF(K) Dq q0

Oxaline
⟨τε⟩ 121 34.6 1.7 × 10−16 s
ρdc 155 16.4 1.9 × 10−3 Ω−1 cm−1

η 159 15.3 3.9 × 10−7 Pa s

Maline
⟨τε⟩ 164 6.5 2.0 × 10−11 s
ρdc 152 9.7 3.1 × 10−1 Ω−1 cm−1

η 147 10.7 3.7 × 10−7 Pa s

Phenylaceline
⟨τε⟩ 142 19.0 9.5 ×10−16 s
ρdc 97 65.9 7.6 ×10−11 Ω−1 cm−1

η ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

molecular and ionic motions upon cooling, Angell’s version of the
empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law88–90 is utilized,

q = q0 exp( DqTVF

T − TVF
). (3)

Here, q represents σdc, ⟨τε⟩, or η, q0 is the pre-exponential factor, Dq
is the strength parameter determining the degree of deviation from
Arrhenius behavior,91 and TVF is the divergence or Vogel-Fulcher
temperature. The solid lines in Fig. 4 fit the experimental data well,
with the parameters listed in Table I. From the DSC measure-
ments, the glass-transition temperatures TDSC

g of oxaline, maline,
and phenylaceline were determined to be 224, 199, and 208 K,
respectively. Making the common assumption τ(Tg) ≈ 100 s, they
are included in Fig. 4(b). The extrapolated VFT fits are consistent
with TDSC

g for oxaline and maline, but significant deviations occur
for phenylaceline. However, an alternative VFT fit that includes the
value at TDSC

g [dashed line in Fig. 4(b)] demonstrates that the latter
is compatible with the dielectric data of phenylaceline, as well.

Comparing the average dipolar relaxation times among the
three DESs in Fig. 4(b) shows that they exhibit varying degrees of
deviations from Arrhenius behavior. The fragility parameter mτ ,92

which can be derived from the strength parameter Dτ via mτ = 16
+ 590/Dτ ,93 reflects this trend (Table I). The differences between the
systems are most evident in the Angell plot91 shown in the inset of
Fig. 4, where it becomes clear that maline deviates strongest from
an Arrhenius behavior. With a fragility parameter of 107, maline is
categorized as a fragile glass-forming liquid. In contrast, oxaline and
phenylaceline exhibit fragility values of 33 and 47, respectively, indi-
cating a milder departure from a thermally activated behavior. In
general, the fragility of a liquid can be interpreted as a measure of the
complexity of its energy landscape.94 Carboxylic acid-based DESs
are known to form complex H-bonded molecule-ion structures. This
was reported for maline95,96 and mixtures of choline chloride and
oxalic acid.97,98 Differences in the formation of such supramolecu-
lar structures for the three investigated DESs most likely play a role
for their differences in fragility. Moreover, the number of different
conformers in the HBDs could be a key factor behind the differ-
ent fragilities. For a higher number of conformers, the possible local

configurations in phase space also increase, resulting in a more com-
plex energy landscape. Our experimental findings are in harmony
with this line of thought, as different numbers of conformers are
observed among the carboxylic acids investigated, with malonic acid
having the most of them.99–101

Figure 4(a) reveals details regarding the ionic transport of the
investigated DESs. The room-temperature dc conductivity is the

FIG. 5. Arrhenius plots of different dynamic quantities for oxaline (a), maline
(b), and phenylaceline (c). Plotted are the average dipolar relaxation time ⟨τε⟩
(crosses, left ordinate), the dc resistivity ρdc = 1/σdc (circles, right ordinate), the
average relaxation time ⟨τJ⟩ (pluses, left ordinate), and the viscosity η (upward tri-
angles, right ordinate, not available for phenylaceline) as obtained from fits of the
dielectric and rheological spectra. The different ordinates cover the same number
of decades. In addition, the glass-transition temperature TDSC

g (stars), determined
from DSC measurements, and the viscosity ηFlorindo14 (downward triangles, right-
most ordinate), reported in Ref. 24, are displayed. The ordinates for the three
quantities were adjusted to ensure that the expected values at Tg (τ = 100 s,
η = 1012 Pa s, ρdc = 1015 Ω cm) appear at the same level. The solid lines represent
VFT fits [Eq. (3)] of the respective quantities with the corresponding parameters
listed in Table I. The VFT fits of η take the literature data into account. The dashed
line in (c) presents an alternative VFT fit of ⟨τε⟩ accounting for TDSC

g . The inset in
(b) features an Arrhenius representation of the decoupling index log (⟨τε⟩/⟨τJ⟩)

for oxaline and maline.
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most important quantity in terms of application. For maline and
phenylaceline, it is close to the technically relevant value of σdc
> 10−4 Ω−1 cm−1,38,46,47 while for oxaline, it is smaller. In general,
the detected conductivities are somewhat lower than those reported
in Ref. 1, which we attribute to differences in the syntheses. The heat-
ing method, as employed in that work, can result in the formation of
esters and water.24,59 In particular, the latter can significantly modify
the physiochemical properties of DESs,21,102–104 e.g., the presence of
water can enhance the dc conductivity across the entire temperature
range.53,105,106 Hence, we avoided heating as much as possible during
our synthesis process, leading to lower intrinsic dc conductivities in
the final product.

Phenylaceline displays a higher σdc compared to oxaline and
a similar room-temperature value in comparison to maline. In
addition, phenylaceline exhibits a higher Tσ

VF than maline, which
is the main reason why it reveals a strongly reduced dc conduc-
tivity at low temperatures. Also, the fragility of phenylaceline is
significantly lower than that of maline (i.e., its Dσ is larger, cf.
Table I), which results in a less curved σdc(1/T)-trace for phenylace-
line in Fig. 4(a) and rationalizes why the two liquids reveal similar
conductivities at room temperature although their Vogel-Fulcher
temperatures are different. This finding exemplifies how the inter-
play of parameters related to the low-temperature glass formation
significantly impacts the physical properties of DESs, even at room
temperature.

At first glance, in Fig. 4, the dc conductivity of each of the
three DESs seems to roughly follow a temperature profile that
is inversely proportional to the average relaxation time. Figure 5
further analyses the relation of the two quantities. It displays Arrhe-
nius plots of the dielectric and mechanical dynamic quantities
acquired from the fits for each of the three DESs investigated,
namely, the average dielectric and rheological relaxation times (⟨τε⟩
and ⟨τJ⟩, respectively), the dc resistivity, ρdc = 1/σdc, and the shear
viscosity η. In Fig. 5, each ordinate covers the same number of
decades, which facilitates the direct comparison of the different
quantities. As mentioned, mechanical data could not be obtained
for phenylaceline. In addition, the glass-transition temperatures
TDSC

g derived from DSC measurements are included, presuming
the common definition ⟨τε⟩(Tg) ≈ 100 s. The ordinates for the
three quantities were adjusted to ensure that the expected values
at Tg [τ(Tg) = 100 s, η(Tg) = 1012 Pa s, and ρdc(Tg) = 1015 Ω cm]
appear at the same level on the y axis. This enables a convenient
comparison of the different dynamic quantities and an assess-
ment of their possible decoupling. In the case of ρdc, an approach
adopted from Ref. 107 is applied: Assuming that the translational
motion rates of the conducting particles match the frequency of
the relaxation, the Stokes-Einstein (SE) and Nernst-Einstein rela-
tions lead to a dc resistivity of ∼1015 Ω cm at the glass-transition
temperature.

Interestingly, at TDSC
g in oxaline and maline, ⟨τJ⟩, ρdc, and η

do not align with their expected values, in contrast to ⟨τε⟩ that
exhibits a close match. This result suggests that in these materi-
als, the glass transition detected using DSC is mainly determined
by the orientational freezing of the dipolar constituents. This find-
ing corresponds to observations in supercooled plastic crystals108–111

where, of course, only orientational motions are possible. Similarly,
for some conventional structural glass formers such as amorphous
ethanol,112,113 it was found that the freezing of the rotational degrees

of freedom dominates the glass transition and that flow processes are
less important. In contrast to ⟨τε⟩, the other displayed quantities are
also sensitive to the dynamics of the non-polar DES constituents. In
oxaline and maline, their degrees of freedom seem to freeze at lower
temperatures upon cooling, with limited involvement in the “real”
glass transition detected by DSC. For phenylaceline, the situation
is different. An extrapolated VFT fit of the dc resistivity reason-
ably matches the anticipated value of 1015 Ω cm at TDSC

g , within
experimental uncertainty. In phenylaceline, the ionic translational
diffusion seems to be more closely linked to the glass transition than
it is for oxaline and maline.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) provide valuable insights not only into the
glass transition of oxaline and maline but also into their translational
dynamics. The average relaxation time for ⟨τJ⟩, as derived from the
shear compliance (plusses), exhibits a temperature dependence sim-
ilar to that of ⟨τε⟩ (crosses) while displaying significantly smaller
absolute values. Within experimental uncertainty, for oxaline, the
two time scales constantly differ by ∼1.2 decades. This also becomes
evident from the temperature independence of the decoupling index
log10(⟨τε⟩/⟨τJ⟩) [inset of Fig. 5(b)], which is similar to measures
considered by other authors.114–116 For maline, the decoupling index
significantly increases with decreasing temperature. This finding
further highlights the faster freezing of the rotational motions of
maline’s dipolar species in comparison to the more gradual slow-
ing down of the entire liquid’s flow dynamics reflected by ⟨τJ⟩. The
difference in the absolute τ values may be attributed to the distinct
components that are investigated by each measurement technique:
While DS only tracks the large, dipolar components of the DESs,
rheological measurements also sense the dynamics of the smaller
and (as revealed by comparing results from 35Cl and 2H nuclear
magnetic resonance) faster117,118 chloride anions, resulting in gen-
erally shorter average structural relaxation times. Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy is also capable of detecting the reorienta-
tional dynamics119,120 of the HBA and the HBD components in a
selective fashion. For several DESs, including ethaline and reline,
it was found that the dielectric time constants are compatible with
those of the HBD in the respective eutectic mixtures.121 Whether
this situation would also apply for the presently studied mixtures
remains to be clarified in future work.

The viscosity is governed by the same dynamics that controls
the shear-stress relaxation. This statement is fully confirmed by the
equivalent temperature dependences of ⟨τJ⟩ and η in the rheolog-
ically tested temperature range of oxaline and maline [Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b)]. A more thorough evaluation of the structural dynam-
ics over a wider temperature range can be achieved by considering
high-temperature viscosity data from Ref. 24. In fact, for oxaline at
high temperatures, the difference between the ⟨τε⟩(1/T) and η(1/T)
traces in Fig. 5(a) significantly changes with temperature. This dif-
fers from the constant decoupling between ⟨τε⟩ and ⟨τJ⟩ reported
in the inset of Fig. 5 for the low-temperature range. As revealed in
Table I, the strength parameters D and the divergence temperatures
TVF relating to ⟨τε⟩, indeed, differ significantly from those relating
to η, indicating an only limited correlation between rotational dipo-
lar and predominantly translational structural dynamics. A similar
dynamical decoupling is noticeable for maline near Tg [Fig. 5(b)
and inset]. As discussed, e.g., in Ref. 55, the Debye-Stokes-Einstein
(DSE) relation predicting Dr ∝ T/η (where Dr is the rotational dif-
fusion coefficient)122 essentially implies the proportionality τε ∼ η.
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However, just as for the present DESs, a breakdown of this relation
is often observed in supercooled liquids near Tg, which is believed to
be an inherent characteristic of the liquid state.123–130

It should be noted that for oxaline, the two η datasets cannot be
precisely aligned due to their slightly different curvatures [Fig. 5(a)].
This discrepancy is especially prominent in the high-temperature
region when compared to the VFT fit of both data sets. This minor,
yet evident inconsistency probably hints at slightly different water
concentrations in the samples. As already mentioned, the presence
of water in DESs has a notable impact on their physicochemical
properties, particularly their viscosity.24,53,105,131–133 Here, it seems
that water does not play a decisive role with regard to the observed
quantities and that it may be disregarded for the remainder of this
study.

Finally, we evaluate the dc resistivity with the goal to character-
ize the translational ion motion of the DESs. In oxaline and maline,
the temperature dependence of ρdc matches the temperature pro-
file of η across the entire observed temperature range [Figs. 5(a) and
5(b)], and consequently, the VFT fit parameters are similar (Table I).
Figure 6(a) explores the relation between the ionic and the struc-
tural transport dynamics in terms of a Walden plot of the molar
conductivity Λ = σdc/cion, where cion represents the molar ion con-
centration, against the inverse shear viscosity.134,135 For comparison,
also data on glyceline, ethaline, reline, and three Li-salt-based DESs
are included in this figure, based on data reported in Refs. 55 and 56.
Considering the small thermal expansion coefficient of the investi-
gated DESs, the density in the investigated temperature range can
be estimated to vary by about 4% only.25 Therefore, the ion con-
centration cion is determined in good approximation using densities
obtained at 25 ○C from Ref. 136.

The Walden rule, Λη = const., can be derived by combining
the Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation (Dt ∼ T/η, with Dt denoting the
translational diffusion coefficient) and the Nernst-Einstein relation
(σdc ∼ Di/T, with Di designating the ionic diffusion coefficient), by
assuming Di = Dt.137 In principle, the Walden rule should apply
to DESs, since it was originally formulated for solutions of ions
in a polar liquid.138 However, Fig. 6(a) shows that for oxaline
and maline, the molar conductivity can be better described by a
power law Λ ∼ η−ξ .139 With a slope of ξ = 0.94, oxaline deviates
only slightly from the Walden rule and can still be considered a
reasonably good Walden electrolyte.140 Thus, the fragility and glass-
transition temperature, which determine the viscosity, have a direct
impact on its conductivity, even at room temperature, which is a
frequently neglected aspect of glass-forming ionic conductors. Oxa-
line shows somewhat larger deviations from ideal Walden behavior
as compared to the previously investigated ChCl-based DESs etha-
line and glyceline, which reveal a slope of one in Fig. 6(a) (dashed
line).55 Its somewhat lower molar conductivity for a given viscos-
ity may be attributed to the strong hydrogen bonds between Cl−

and the oxalic-acid molecules, resulting in a decreased mobility of
the anion,98 as well as an enhanced charge spreading between the
ions and the HBD.97 Although a similar situation is expected for
maline, a clear super-linear dependence, with ξ = 1.19, becomes evi-
dent for this DES in Fig. 6(a). Unlike reline55 and several other
DESs,136 which also exhibit a non-trivial relation of ion mobil-
ity and viscosity, maline displays a slope larger than unity in the
high-viscosity area of the Walden plot. In general, the decoupling

FIG. 6. (a) Walden plot displaying the molar conductivity Λ = σdc/cion against the
fluidity η−1 of oxaline and maline in a double-logarithmic presentation, compared
to previously investigated ChCl-based DESs.55 The viscosities at the tempera-
tures for which conductivity data are available were determined by a B-spline
interpolation of η(1000/T). To calculate the ion concentration cion of the DESs,
the densities obtained by Wang et al.136 at 25 ○C were used. The solid lines with
slope ξ = 0.94 and 1.19 show fits for oxaline and maline, respectively. The dashed
line represents an ideal Walden behavior, Λ ∼ η−ξ with ξ = 1. (b) Dc resistiv-
ity displayed against ⟨τε⟩ for all three investigated DESs, together with data for
previously investigated ChCl-based55 and Li-salt-based DESs.56 The solid lines
highlight that the dc resistivity of the investigated electrolytes can be described by
a power law ρdc ∼ ⟨τε⟩

ξ with 0.89 < ξ < 1.09. The line for oxaline corresponds to
ξ = 1.

of translational and rotational dynamics and the clear violation of
the Stokes-Einstein relation near Tg are well-known phenomena in
glass-forming materials.116,124,127–129,141–144

Finally, Fig. 6(b) displays the dc resistivity vs the average dipo-
lar relaxation time for the investigated DESs in a double-logarithmic
presentation, and compares these data with those for the DESs
examined in Refs. 54–56. It is noteworthy that oxaline displays the
lowest dc resistivity and, hence, the highest dc conductivity for a
given dipolar relaxation time. As revealed by Fig. 4(a), this fea-
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ture is not a result of an exceptionally high ionic conductivity but
rather can be attributed to the exceptionally slow reorientation of
the dipoles. A direct proportionality between the ionic charge trans-
port and the dipolar reorientation dynamics exists for oxaline, as
confirmed by the fit with slope one [solid blue line in Fig. 6(b)] of
the respective logarithmic quantities, implying ρdc ∼ τε. It should be
noted that such a proportionality sometimes also is denoted as a DSE
relation.145,146 Based on the only slight deviations of oxaline from the
Walden rule [Fig. 6(a)], the translational dynamics of the ions in this
DES are primarily driven by the viscosity and not directly affected
by the reorientational dynamics of the dipoles as considered in
the revolving-door-like charge transport mechanisms.46,54,73,147 The
proportionality ρdc ∝ τε revealed in Fig. 6(b) then is due to an indi-
rect coupling of both quantities via the viscosity. This finding aligns
with previous observations made for ethaline and glyceline.55,121

However, the situation in maline and phenylaceline is more
complex. Here, the relationship between the dc resistivity and the
dipolar relaxation time is better described by a power law ρdc ∼ ⟨τε⟩ξ
with ξ = 0.89 and ξ = 1.09, respectively. For ξ < 1, such a behavior,
sometimes termed fractional DSE relation, was previously reported
for various glass formers.145,146 An exponent ξ ≠ 1 indicates a decou-
pling of the ionic translational and dipolar rotational dynamics. If
one assumes a full coupling at high temperatures, an exponential
factor ξ < 1, as found in maline, reline, and the previously studied
Li-salt-based DESs,54,56 indicates the enhancement of the ionic con-
ductivity for a given relaxation time when compared to electrolytes
for which both quantities are fully coupled. Such enhancement
should not be confused with an increase in σdc at a given temper-
ature. An exponent ξ > 1 such as found for phenylaceline describes
the opposite effect. We are only aware of one instance in the litera-
ture on DESs where a similar behavior has been reported.68 Overall,
the decoupling of the two dynamics undoubtedly affects the ionic
conductivity in both systems, albeit in distinct manners.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed dielectric spectroscopy and

shear rheological measurements in a broad temperature and
dynamic range on three carboxylic acid-based NADESs: oxaline,
maline, and phenylaceline. The dielectric permittivity spectra allow
for the characterization of the translational ionic and reorientational
dipolar dynamics by means of dc conductivity and dipolar relaxation
time, respectively. Complementarily, the mechanical compliance
spectra provide insights into the flow behavior by accessing viscosity
and structural relaxation times.

All three carboxylic acid-based DESs reveal characteristics that
indicate the approach of a glass transition upon cooling. In par-
ticular, their temperature-dependent dynamics display significant
deviations from a simple, thermally activated Arrhenius behavior.
Instead, the dipolar relaxation time, viscosity, and dc conductivity
are more accurately described using the VFT equation. In oxaline
and maline, the glass transition as detected by DSC measurements
is governed by the orientational degrees of freedom of the dipolar
constituents rather than by flow processes. In all three materials, the
glass transition has a significant impact on their ionic conductivity,
even at room temperature. A closer examination reveals complex
relationships and varying degrees of decoupling between the differ-
ent, observed dynamics in all three systems. Among them, oxaline

features the smallest deviations, with dipolar reorientational and
ionic translational motions showing an apparent interdependence.
For this DES, only small deviations from a direct proportional-
ity between molar conductance and shear viscosity were observed.
Maline exhibits notable decoupling effects that are evidenced by a
super-linear Walden rule and, at low temperatures, an enhanced
ionic conductivity for a given dipolar relaxation time when com-
pared to fully coupled electrolytes. Both these decoupling effects are
most pronounced near the glass-transition temperature. In pheny-
laceline, the dc resistivity increases super-linearly with the dipolar
relaxation time, revealing a decoupling effect opposite to that found
for maline.

As demonstrated in this paper, the choice of the HBD bears
a major impact on the molecular and ionic dynamics of the DESs.
To determine HBD/HBA pairings that optimally exhibit the desired
physiochemical properties for a specific application, a detailed
understanding of the complex interrelationships of the constituents
is essential. Furthermore, it is crucial not to ignore the aspects related
to the glass formation of DESs, especially their effect on the ionic
conductivity, even at room temperature, which is important for
potential applications as electrolytes.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The time-dependent parameters obtained from the dielectric
and rheological measurements of maline are provided. In addition,
the dielectric spectra for oxaline and phenylaceline and the rheologi-
cal spectra for oxaline are presented along their respective fit curves.
In the case of the dielectric spectra of oxaline, alternative fits using
the CC function for the primary relaxation are provided for two
temperatures.
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